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X ∼ F arises from G1 and G2 with pii (F ) = IPF [X ∈ Gi ]
then
F is a mixture of two distributions
F = pi1(F )F1 + pi2(F )F2
with density f = pi1(F )f1 + pi2(F )f2.














The generalized 2-means clustering method
Aim of clustering : Find estimations C1(F ) and C2(F )
(called clusters) of the two underlying groups.











for a suitable nondecreasing penalty function
Ω : R+ → R+.
Classical penalty functions :
Ω(x) = x2 → 2-means method















The classiﬁcation rule is
RF (x) = Cj(F )⇔ Ω(‖x−Tj(F )‖) = min
1≤i≤2
Ω(‖x−Ti (F )‖)
In one dimension, the clusters are simply :
C1(F ) =]−∞,C (F )[
C2(F ) =]C (F ),+∞[
where C (F ) =
T1(F ) + T2(F )
2














Example (from Hand et al., 1991)
1988 Olympic games in long jump
Length of jump
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Contaminated example with the 2-means
1988 Olympic games in long jump
Length of jump














Contaminated example with the 2-medoids
1988 Olympic games in long jump
Length of jump
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Contaminated example with the 2-medoids
1988 Olympic games in long jump
Length of jump


















Training sample according to F : estimation of the rule
Test sample according to Fm : evaluation of the rule



















A classiﬁcation rule is optimal if the corresponding error
rate is minimal
The optimal classiﬁcation rule is the Bayes rule :
x ∈ C1(F )⇔ pi1(F )f1(x) > pi2(F )f2(x)
(Anderson, 1958)
The 2-means procedure is optimal under the model
FN = 0.5N(µ1, σ
2) + 0.5N(µ2, σ
2) with µ1 < µ2
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Definition and properties of the first order influence
function
Hampel et al (1986) : For any statistical functional T and any
distribution F ,











Fε = (1− ε)F + ε∆x
(under condition of existence);
EF [IF(X ;T,F )] = 0;
T(Fε) ≈ T(F ) + εIF(x ;T,F ) for ε small enough (First
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First order influence function of the error rate





pij(Fm)IPFm [RFε(X ) 6= Cj(Fε)|Gj ]


















First order influence function of the error rate





pij(Fm)IPFm [RFε(X ) 6= Cj(Fε)|Gj ]
= pi1(Fm){1− Fm,1(C (Fε))}+ pi2(Fm)Fm,2(C (Fε))
ER(Fε,FN) ≈ ER(FN ,FN) + εIF(x ;ER,FN)


















First order influence function of the error rate





pij(Fm)IPFm [RFε(X ) 6= Cj(Fε)|Gj ]
= pi1(Fm){1− Fm,1(C (Fε))}+ pi2(Fm)Fm,2(C (Fε))
ER(Fε,FN) ≈ ER(FN ,FN) + εIF(x ;ER,FN)
ER(Fε,FN) ≥ ER(FN ,FN)


















First order influence function of the error rate
Proposition
The influence function of the error rate of the generalized
2-means classification procedure is given by
IF(x ;ER,F ) =
1
2
{IF(x ;T1,F ) + IF(x ;T2,F )}
{pi2(F )f2(C (F ))− pi1(F )f1(C (F ))}
for all x 6= C (F ).
Expressions of IF(x ;T1,F ) and IF(x ;T2,F ) were computed by


















New contaminated example with the 2-medoids
1988 Olympic games in long jump
Length of jump



















2-means : Ω(x) = x2
2-medoids : Ω(x) = x











if |x | ≤ b
1 if |x | > b
with b = 2.795































F = pi1 N(−∆/2, 1) + (1− pi1)N(∆/2, 1)
with
pi1 = 0.4 and ∆ = 3
pi1 is varying and ∆ = 3


















Graph of IF(x ;ER, F )





































Graph of IF(x ;ER, F )





































Graph of IF(x ;ER, F )
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Definition of the second order influence function
Under the model FN , IF(x ;ER,FN) ≡ 0
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One needs to go a step further !
For any statistical functional T and any distribution F ,
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where Fε = (1− ε)F + ε∆x (under condition of existence).
Second order von Mises expansion of ER at FN :






















Second order influence function of the error rate
under optimality
Proposition
Under the optimal model FN , the second order influence
function of the error rate of the generalized 2-means
classification procedure is given by









{IF(x ;T1,FN) + IF(x ;T2,FN)}
2
for all x 6= µ1+µ2
2
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A measure of the expected increase in error rate when
estimating the optimal clustering rule from a ﬁnite sample with
empirical cdf Fn :
A-Loss = lim
n→+∞
n EFN [ER(Fn,FN)− ER(FN ,FN)].
As in Croux et al. (2008) :
Proposition























Asymptotic relative classification efficiencies
A measure of the price one needs to pay in error rate for
protection against the outliers when using a robust procedure























FN = 0.5N(−∆, 1) + 0.5N(∆, 1)
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The generalized 2-means procedure can give a more robust
estimator of the error rate with a good choice of the
penalty function;
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Generalized trimmed 2-means procedure : for α ∈ [0, 1],














(Cuesta-Albertos, Gordaliza, and Matrán, 1997);
Other robustness properties of the generalized 2-means
method deﬁned with nondecreasing penalty function
instead of strictly increasing;
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